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&e deformation shape andmechanical property of flex-gear greatly affect themeshing accuracy and service life of harmonic drive,
and the stress wave generator plays a decisive role in the deformation shape and mechanical properties of the flexible gear. &e
investigation on deformation of the flex-gear around the major axis is developed with comparative analysis with three kinds of
traditional and commonly used wave generators. Based on the influence of the deformation around the major axis on meshing
accuracy and service life, the eccentric arc camwave generator improved by transition curve for controlling the deformation shape
and reducing the deformation stress is developed. Considering the achievable flexibility of spiral with smooth curvature change
rate, the contour of the compound curve cam wave generator with arc and spiral is proposed. &e deformation of the flex-gear
under the influence of this compound curve cam and the standard elliptic cam is further comparative analyzed. &e conclusion
shows that this compound curve cam can indeed reduce the deformation stress in the meshing area by increasing the meshing
width, and correct deformation shape can also be gained by shape control on the whole circumference of the flex-gear’s
neutral layer.

1. Introduction

In harmonic drive, the flex-gear is in the severe condition of
infinite alternating asymmetric cyclic stress, and the con-
tinuous deformation which affects the meshing quality and
service life mainly depends on the deformation caused by the
stress wave generator. Rather than the conventional single
curve, the cam stress wave generator designed with the
compound curve can effectively improve the mechanical
deformation in the meshing area of the flexible gear. In the
compound curve design, the types of curves, the parameters
of curves, and even the curvature change rate of curves
would all affect the mechanical property of the flex-gear
[1, 2], so curve design and optimization [3–6] of the
compound curve cam wave generator for lower deformation
and high meshing quality is a main research domain in
harmonic drive.

In order to improve the meshing performance and ex-
tend the service life of harmonic gear transmission, scholars

have made a lot of efforts in this regard. Yague [7] analyzed
the von Mises stress generated by four different wave
generators on the flex-gear. Gravagno [8] analyzed the ki-
nematic errors caused by different wave generator profiles
and derived the parametric equation between flex-gear and
fixed circular spline. Bhabani [9] used the finite element
method and experiments to compare the strain and stress of
the flex-gear acted by the traditional and split cam generator.
Li [10] conducted static and transient dynamic analysis of
flex-gear under the action of typical contours. Routh [11]
obtained the hydrodynamic lubrication equation of the
interface between the flex-gear and wave generator by
solving the generalized Reynolds equation. Vladis [12]
discussed the angular displacement between the meshing
area and the wave generator and established system equa-
tions among flex-gear, circular spline, and wave generators
based on contact deformation. Fan [13] obtained the de-
formation relationship based on the plate and shell theory
and further derived the neutral layer deformation equation.
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Han [14] studied the stress and related vibration charac-
teristics of the flex-gear with the numerical analysis tool. Hu
[15] analyzed the influence of some geometric structural
parameters such as the aspect ratio of the cup, the wall
thickness, the round corner radius, and the width of the
tooth ring on internal stress of the flex-gear. Yang [16]
studied the influence of the flex-gear geometric parameters
on the stress value and distribution for the short cup flex-
gear. Ostapski [17, 18] proposed a method to solve the elastic
deformation problem of the thin-walled shell structure with
complex shape in the geometrically nonlinear shell theory.
Sahoo [19] proposed a method to calculate contact tooth
load and flex-gear stress by estimating the contact load of a
large number of teeth pairs. Yang [20] proposed an accurate
solution for the conjugate tooth profile of the cam wave
generator harmonic drive. Xing [21] found that the radial
displacement of the minor axis area of the flex-gear is less
than the theoretical value, and there is a large film stress in
the neutral layer of the flex-gear. Xin [22] simplified the gear
tooth profile shape to triangle and trapezoid and compared
the effect of the simplified tooth shape on the flex-gear.
Zhang [23] analyzed the effect of radial deformation on the
meshing performance of harmonic drive and obtained the
stress distribution of the flex-gear deformed with the cam
wave generator through finite element analysis. Dong [24]
studied the deformation of the flex-gear and analyzed the
mathematical model of the flex-gear.

In this study, main factors influencing the deformation
shape and mechanical properties of the flex-gear are in-
vestigated such as the type of the stress wave generator, the
curve’s saturation level in the working area, and curvature
change rate of the wave generator. &e design principle of
the wave generator for lower deformation and goodmeshing
quality is developed. In the compound curve cam wave
generator, spiral curve combined with arc is further pro-
posed with correct parameters, and theoretical design, nu-
merical comparative analysis, and finite element analysis on
this compound curve cam wave generator have been carried
out.

2. Conventional Cam Stress Wave
Generator with Single Curve

Among various wave generator types, cam type canmake the
meshing of the flexible gear and the rigid wheel reach the
ideal state with stable operation, high precision, and high
efficiency. More importantly, the stress distribution of the
flexible gear acted by the cam wave generator could be
improved, and the bearing capacity would be higher than
other wave generators. Nowadays, cam wave generators
mainly include double eccentric arc cam, cosine cam, and
standard ellipse. For the convenience of research, the con-
tour equation of cam wave generators is unified as

x � x(t),

y � y(t),
 (1)

where x and y are the coordinate points of cam wave
generator’s profile, and t indicates the angular variable.

(1) When standard ellipse is chosen for the cam wave
generator, the parametric equation is given as
follows:

x � a cos(t),

y � b sin(t).
 (2)

Here, a is the semimajor axis of the standard ellipse,
and b is the semiminor axis of the standard ellipse.

(2) When cosine curve is chosen for the cam wave
generator, the parametric equation is given as
follows:

x � 0.5db + ω0 cos(2t)( sin(t),

y � 0.5db + ω0 cos(2t)( cos(t).
 (3)

Here, db is the basic circle diameter of the cosine
curve camwave generator, and ω0 is the amplitude of
the cosine curve.

(3) When double eccentric arc is chosen for the cam
wave generator, the parameter equation is

x � r cos(t); y � r sin(t) + e,
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(4)

here, r is the radius of the eccentric arc, and β is half of the
arc angle.

Based on the size of the flexible gear in models 17–80
(Table 1), the basic parameters of the three cam wave
generators are calculated as given in Table 2. &e radial
deformation and stress of the flex-gear acted by these three
different wave generators are developed in FEM, as shown in
Figures 1–3.

From Figure 1, the equivalent stress of the flex-gear
around the major axis with the double eccentric arc wave
generator is much less than with the other two cam wave
generators. But from Figure 2, the radial deformation at the
major axis is 0.310mm with the double eccentric arc wave
generator, 0.288mm with the cosine curve cam wave gen-
erator, and 0.291mm with the standard ellipse cam wave
generator. &e radial deformation at the major axis with the
double eccentric arc wave generator is a lot different from
the value given in theory, which is bigger and less accurate
than with the standard ellipse or cosine curve cam wave
generator. Taken together, although the double eccentric arc
wave generator can effectively reduce the equivalent stress of
the flex-gear around the major axis, the radial deformation
of the flex-gear around the major axis is used to ensure the
meshing quality deviates from the theoretical setting value.
&is is mainly due to the perimeter of the double eccentric
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arc wave generator is shorter than that of equidistant curve
of the flex-gear neutrosphere, which would lead to lose
control of the flex-gear’s deformation shape around the
minor axis, so the deformation at the major axis will deviate
from the control shape set by the wave generator and the
radial deformation would inevitably increase.

In addition, there is also a stress plateau phenomenon in
the stress curve of the flex-gear. From Figure 1, the stress
curve of the flex-gear shows a stress plateau about 50° around
the semimajor axis, and then, the deformation stress reduces
rapidly to another stress plateau with a much lower stress
value around the semiminor axis. &e value and the width of
the stress plateau area around the major axis with cosine
curve type is a litter bigger than with the conventional ellipse
cam. It is worth noting that although the radial deformation
of the flex-gear around the major axis with the double-arc
wave generator is large, the value of the stress plateau is
smaller and the width is bigger than with the other two cam
wave generators. &e analysis of the stress curve shows the
following: (1) the value of the stress plateau around themajor
axis is mainly determined by the maximum deformation
given in theory and the contour’s shape of the cam; (2) the
width of the stress plateau around the major axis is mainly
affected by the contour’s shape of the cam, which strongly
affected the number of meshing teeth; and (3) the velocity of
stress reduction between the two stress plateaus depends on
the curvature change rate of the cam’s contour.

In summary, designing a compound curve cam wave
generator with shape control of full perimeter can realize
high meshing accuracy, and an appropriate shape around
the major axis can reduce the deformation stress and in-
crease the number of meshing teeth to improve the service
life.

3. Design Method of Combined Cam
Wave Generator

&ere are two points in designing a good combined cam
wave generator: one is to choose an appropriate curve for the
deformation shape around the major axis and the other is to
fit the transition curve between the appropriate curves with
continuous curvature for shape control of full perimeter.

3.1. Transition Curve. Transition curve refers to the curve
with the continuous curvature set between straight line and
circular curve, circular curve and circular curve in plane with
the same turning direction. As shown in Figure 3, there are
many types of transition curves, such as cyclotron, cubic
parabola, seventh quartic, half wave sine, one wave sine,
double helix, andmulticenter complex curve. In road design,
when the curve radius on the main line is relatively small,
transition curve should be added between the circular curve
and the straight line to realize the gradual transition of the
curvature and reduce impact at the mutation point of the
traffic. It can make the lateral force of the vehicle gradually
change, which is conducive to the safety and stability of
driving, and can meet the visual and psychological re-
quirements of the driver. &e commonly used transition
curve of highway and ramp is spiral, also known as radial
spiral, as shown in Figure 4. &e curve is not only beautiful
but also consistent with the trajectory of the driver turning
the steering wheel from a circular curve to a straight line or
from a straight line to a circular curve.

&e essential characteristic of spiral is given as follows:

dk

dl
� ±

1
A

2, (5)

where dk/dl means that the curvature k changes with the arc
length l, and ± indicates that the curvature increases or
decreases with the arc length.A is the parameter of the spiral,
which is the geometric mean of the radius R of the arc
segment and the total length of the spiral Ls. &e larger A is,
the slower the curvature changes and the slower the curve
turns. And in reverse, the smaller A is, the faster the cur-
vature changes and the faster the curve turns.

In equation (5), A cannot represent the increase or
decrease of curvature. &us, a is introduced, the relationship
between a and A can be expressed as |a|A2 � 1. Equation (5)
can be rewritten as follows:

dk

dl
� a, (6)

where a is the rate of curvature changing, and it can be
positive or negative.

Table 1: &e parameters of the flex-gear.

Parameters Symbols Values
Diameter of the neutral layer (mm) Dm 41.98
Wall thickness (mm) h 0.26
Width of tooth ring (mm) bt 8
Width of cup (mm) b 23.5
&ickness of cup bottom (mm) hw 3
Outer diameter of cup bottom (mm) Do 80

Table 2: Basic parameters.

Wave generator type Parameters based on flexible gear in models 17–80
Standard ellipse cam a� 15.418mm b� 14.88mm
Cosine cam rb � 15.15mm ω0 � 0.268mm
Double eccentric arc cam r� 14.48mm e� 0.938mm β �30°
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In our cam design, considering the disadvantages of the
flex-gear’s deformation stress with the double-arc wave
generator, a compound curve with two arcs and two spiral
curves is developed for the contour design of a good
combined cam wave generator. &us, the spiral is smooth
and its curvature changes proportionally with the length of
the curve, which can maintain the advantages of the double
eccentric arc cam wave generator with lower equivalent
stress and bigger width of the stress plateau around the
major axis and can even more improve the accuracy of the
flex-gear’s deformed shape.

3.2. ContourDesign of CombinedCamWaveGenerator Based
on Spiral. Because the contour of the combined cam wave
generator is axisymmetric, only 1/4 of the contour needs to
be designed. In order to explain the combination of spiral
and arc in the contour of the compound curve cam wave
generator, the coordinate systems are setup as shown in
Figure 5. &e global coordinate system oxy is fixed at the
original point of the spiral, the x axis is tangent to the spiral
at the original point, and the y axis satisfies the right-hand
rule.&e local coordinate system o1x1y1 is fixed at the center
of the arc, and the local coordinate system is parallel to the
global coordinate system.

General solutions of spiral’s differential equation can be
expressed as

x + iy � x0 + iy0 + cos T0 + i sin T0( 

L − L0(  

+∞

n�0


n

r�0

i
n

(a/2) L − L0( 
2

 
r

k0 L − L0(  
n− r

r!(n − r)!(n + r + 1)
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⎩

⎫⎬

⎭,

(7)

where x and y indicate the coordinate point of spiral,
x0 andy0 indicate the coordinate point of the spiral seg-
ment’s starting point, T0 is the forward direction of the spiral

segment’s starting point. L is the arc length of the spiral
segment’s ending point, L0 is the arc length of the spiral
segment’s starting point, and k0 is the curvature of the
selected spiral segment’s starting point.

Because the starting point of the spiral segment is at the
coordinate origin of the global coordinate system oxy and
the direction of the starting point is tangent to axis ox, so
x0 � 0, y0 � 0, andT0 � 0. &e differential equation of
spiral is simplified as

x + y � l∗ 

∞

n�0


n

r�0

(a/2∗ l)
r ∗ k0 ∗ l( 

n− r

r!(n − r)!(n + r + 1)
, l ∈ [0, ls],

(8)

where l is the arc length of the spiral segment from the origin
point to any point, and ls is the full length of the spiral
segment.

In order to control the deformation shape on the whole
circumference, the circumference of the compound curve
should be equal to that of the neutral layer of the flex-gear.
So, the length of the spiral segment can be deduced as

ls � rm ∗
π
2

− r0 ∗ β, (9)

where rm is the radius of the flex-gear’s neutral layer, r0 is the
radius of arc segment around the major axis, and β is the
semienvelop angle of the arc segment.

Because the curvature at the end of the spiral segment is
the same as that of the arc segment, the curvature change
rate of the spiral segment is

a �
ks − k0

ls
, (10)

where ks is the curvature at the end of the spiral segment and
ks � 1/r0, k0 is the curvature at the start of the spiral and
k0 � 1/rr, and rr is the curvature radius of the spiral seg-
ment’s starting point.
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Figure 1: Equivalent stress of the flex-gear with three cam wave generators.
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&e coordinates of the end point of the spiral segment in
the compound curve camwave generator can be described as

xz � xe + r0 ∗ cos(β),

yz � ye − r0 ∗ sin(β),
 (11)

where (xe, ye) is the origin of the local coordinate system
o1x1y1 and is also the center of the arc segment.

After solving simultaneous equations (8), (9), (10), and
(11), the equations of the spiral segment and the arc seg-
ments of the flex-gear’s center line layer after deformation
can be obtained. &e equation of the arc segment after
deformation can be expressed as

xr � r0 ∗ cos(t) + xe,

yr � yz + r0 ∗ sin(β) + r0 ∗ sin(t).
, t ∈ [−β, β].

(12)

&en, the contour curve of the compound curve cam can
be obtained by using the equidistant curve, and the equation
can be expressed as
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where (xwr, ywr) indicates the coordinate point of the arc
segment in the compound curve cam, (xws, yws) indicates
the coordinate point of the spiral segment, and h indicates
the equidistant distance.

4. Finite Element Analysis andDiscussion of the
Case Study

In this compound curve cam wave generator, the radius of
the arc segment and the eccentric distance are used as
variables for optimization of the deformation shape around
the major axis (Table 3), and the radial deformation and the
equivalent stress of the flex-gear acted by the compound
curve cam with different parameters are developed in FEM,
as shown in Figures 6 and 7.

From Figure 6, under the influence of this compound
curve cam with arc and spiral, radial deformation of the flex-
gear at the major axis varied from 0.291mm to 0.292mm
with the value of the eccentric distance e varied from
0.95mm to 0.7mm. Compared with under the influence of
double eccentric arc cam, the radial deformation of the flex-
gear is controlled to a more accurate value from 0.310mm to
0.291mm or 0.292mm, which is also less than 0.5% different
from with the conventional ellipse cam. &is shows that the
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compound curve cam with arc and spiral can effectively
realize accurate deformation shape around the major axis by
controlling the deformation shape of the flex-gear on the
whole circumference.

From Figure 7, compared with acted by the conventional
ellipse cam, the equivalent stress of the flex-gear around the
major axis under the influence of the compound curve cam
in different parameters showed reduction ranging from
about 170MPa to 200MPa. Moreover, the equivalent stress
of the flex-gear around the major axis decreases with the

increase of the arc segment’s radius. However, if the radius of
the arc segment is too large, the stress concentration near the
connection point will be caused and the width of the stress
plateau will be shortened. &is is mainly because that in-
creasing the radius of arc can make more teeth in meshing to
gain a wider stress platform and share the load, but too large
radius will lead to interference, so an appropriate radius is
needed in contour design of the compound curve type. In
other words, the meshing quality of the flex-gear can be easy.
After parameters optimization, the equivalent stress of the
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Figure 5: Coordinate system of the compound curve.

Table 3: &e parameters of the wave generator.

Symbols Values
Radius of the arc segment (mm) r0 20.558–20.308
Eccentric distance (mm) E 0.7–0.95
&e wrap angle (°) β 30°
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flex-gear around the major axis acted by the compound
curve cam wave generator with e � 0.84, r � 20.418 can be
reduced 9.92% from 214.08MPa to 192.84MPa, the range of
stress variation is also reduced 18.91% from 132.317MPa to
107.295MPa, and the width of the stress plateau around the
major axis is increased about from 29.89° to 48.58°.

5. Conclusion

In this study, the main factors affecting the accuracy and
stress of the flex-gear are analyzed and discussed, including
the type of stress wave generator, the type of the cam
contour, and its parameters. On this basis, in order to obtain
higher meshing accuracy and lower deformation stress, a
compound curve cam wave generator is proposed with arc
and spiral. &e design method of this compound curve
contour is established, numerical analysis is also carried out
for its influence on the deformation of flex-gear, and pa-
rameter optimization is further carried out. &e results show
the following.

(1) &e flex-gear can gain more accurate deformation
shape under the action of the cam wave generator by
shape control on the whole circumference, which is
beneficial for the meshing accurate of the harmonic
drive. &e value and the width of deformation stress
plateau around the major axis of flex-gear depend on
the theoretical deformation value and the contour’s
corresponding curve of the wave generator.

(2) &e compound curve cam with appropriate design
not only can achieve better mechanical property
around the meshing area but also can gain accurate
deformation shape of the flex-gear. &e double ec-
centric arc wave generator can indeed reduce the
deformation stress in the meshing area, but the

control of the flex-gear’s deformation shape is poor.
&erefore, it is an effective method to improve the
double eccentric arc wave generator with a com-
pound curve.

(3) Based on the achievable flexibility of spiral with the
smooth curvature change rate, a method of com-
pound curve cam with spiral and arc is carried out.
Compared with acted by the conditional ellipse cam,
first of all, the deformation shape of the flex-gear
around the major axis acted by the compound curve
wave generator with e� 0.84, r� 20.418 is controlled
very well. Second, the equivalent stress around major
axis reduces 9.92%, the width of the stress platform
around the major axis increases about from 29.89° to
48.58°, and the range of stress variation also reduces
18.91%.

Data Availability

&e data that support the findings of this study are available
from the corresponding author upon request.
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